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Abstract 

Purpose 
WCAG is a set of guidelines to assist in developing websites accessible for everyone, for example 
people with colour vision deficiency (CVD). However, there are few guidelines relevant for CVD 
and with increasing dependant on websites the importance of accessibility on these websites 
increases as well. The purpose of the research study is therefore to investigate the impact the 
relevant guidelines for CVD in WCAG 2.1 has on Swedish health care websites and what the 
consequences are for people who live with CVD. 

Method 
An initial literature study was conducted to gain knowledge of previous findings and also 
evaluate the best approach for the research study. The research study is based on a qualitative 
approach to gain a deep understanding of the area and to gain insight into the feelings and 
experiences of the people affected. The methods used to gain the necessary knowledge are an 
evaluation of 1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se also observations and interviews around these two 
websites. 

Findings 
The results show that WCAG 2.1 has a positive impact on Swedish health care websites, as well 
as on users with CVD. From evaluations, interviews and observations it is concluded that 
1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se are easy to perceive for people with CVD. 

Implications 
This research study was limited to the mobile version of the websites. However, the results 
could be different if the research was conducted on the desktop version due to the different 
structure of the websites and the inclusion of a cursor on desktop. The evaluation could have 
been affected by the sampling of pages while the interviews and observations should not have 
been. 

Limitations 
The research study was limited to Swedish health care website 1177.se and its subdomain e-
tjanster.1177.se. Further it was decided to evaluate the mobile version of these websites, 
although the elements should look similar on desktop and mobile. While not the initial 
intention, due to over representation of red-green CVD the study was also limited to people 
with red-green CVD. Also, the experience of browsing the web on a mobile device was 
considered to reduce the variables for frustrations. 

Further research 
For further research, another selection of WCAG guidelines could be considered to evaluate e-
tjanster.1177.se since the results shows that 1177.se’s and e-tjanster.1177.se's weaknesses seems 
to be in the structure of the website. A study researching the “blue-yellow colour blindness” 
compared to websites could contribute with new, relevant knowledge as well. 

Keywords 
WCAG, Colour Vision Deficiency, Color Vision Deficiency, Qualitative research, Accessibility, 
Health care, Colour Blindness, Color Blindness, Web
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1 Introduction 
This research study aims to investigate the impact WCAG 2.1 can have on Swedish e-health 
services and how that affects people living with colour vision deficiency (CVD). Further the 
research aims to discuss if the guidelines in WCAG 2.1 are sufficient or not to create an 
accessible website for people with CVD. This is accomplished with qualitative interviews and 
observations as well as an evaluation of a Swedish e-health service, 1177.se and e-
tjanster.1177.se. The research study is carried out at the School of Engineering in Jönköping as 
a part of the education New Media Design. 

1.1 Background 
According to the World Health Organisation (2011), 15% of earth’s population lives with some 
kind of disability. The real world has been improved massively to accommodate these people, 
making their lives easier. However, the world is changing, and everyday tasks are more 
dependent on online services than before. Around 60% of the world's population owned a 
mobile phone in 2018 (GSMA Intelligence, 2019), creating a greater need than ever for these 
web applications and websites on mobile phones. The process to develop a website to be 
accessible is very complex because of the lack of physical space, the users are dependent on the 
perception of elements on the website. Further, 8% of men lives with some kind of CVD, 
meaning that they perceive elements differently than people with correct colour vision. This 
creates a requirement for these applications and websites to be accessible to the people who live 
with these disabilities. With guidelines available to help developers build websites with 
accessibility in mind it is unclear whether these guidelines are sufficient to create an accessible 
website.  
In 2016 the European Union (EU) decided on a set of directives that all government funded 
websites were required to follow in order to make them more accessible. These directives are in 
line with the recommendations in WCAG 2.1 which is a set of guidelines on how to create an 
accessible website. In January 2019 a new law, 2018:1937 (Riksdagen, 2018), was implemented 
in Sweden to follow the directives set by EU. Meaning that the Swedish health service 1177.se is 
required to be up to date with the new regulations in September 2020. 

1.2 Problem statement 
Because of the wide range of disabilities in existence, creating a website which is accessible for 
everyone, is a difficult task. WCAG 2.1 is a set of recommendations available to help developers 
to make it easier, but it is not clear whether the existing guidelines are sufficient or not. 
Johansson, (2015) based his research on the former 1177.se called minavardkontakter.se, 
comparing the website to WCAG 2.0. The study researched several disabilities using personas 
as a method. The outcome of the research was that minavardkontakter.se does not conform to 
the WCAG 2.o guidelines on all pages. Andersson’s, (2017) and Hallstensson, Zalamans’ (2019) 
research points towards WCAG not being sufficient as well, although it being very extensive and 
large. Kim et al. (2016) indicates that the guidelines of 1.4.1 “Use of Color” should not be hard 
to conform to since all 140 applications downloaded conformed to it. The researchers however, 
evaluate the websites from a broader point of view and without any case studies. Although the 
persona Johansson (2015) used was able to use the website there were difficulties and 
frustrations. A research conducted by Hall and Hanna (2004) where the subjects played a 
simple game using a colour blindness filter show that the experience was much more exhausting 
and difficult although not impossible as well. Such complex subject as accessibility require 
qualitative data from people affected to deeply understand the impact of the guidelines on 
websites.  
As seen in Johansson’s (2015) study the former 1177.se did not conform to these guidelines. 
However, as mentioned in 1.1, all public service websites are required to conform to these 
guidelines by September 2020. Because 1177.se has been updated since 2015 it is not clear 
whether the new website is accessible or not. As mentioned earlier Kim et al. (2016) study 
indicates the guideline not being difficult to conform to, and with the given time-frame and the 
complex process of updating a website the development should have begun. 
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As mentioned in section 1.1 15% of the world’s population lives with some kind of disability 
while approximately 8% men and 0.5% women are living with some kind of CVD today (Halldin, 
2013). According to 1177.se (Andersson. 2017) the most common problem with CVD is the 
ability to differentiate red and green. This disability is referred to as red-green colour blindness, 
however the problem is not as straightforward as that. People with red-green colour blindness 
can also have trouble experiencing colours with red and green parts in them. Among previous 
research, there is no study going as deep into CVD and the difficulties of developing a website 
adapted for people with this disability. 
In WCAG 2.1 (W3C, 2019), it is described in two of the guidelines relevant for CVD, how a 
website should be developed to reach accessibility in the area of colours and contrasts. The 
guideline 1.4.1 “Use of Color” fulfils the standards of level A and says that colour should not be 
the only means of conveying information. The other guideline is 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)” 
and reaches level AA. It says that images and texts must have a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1, 
but with exception for large text, incidental and logotypes. Napoli and Chiasson (2018) 
concluded that a lack of contrast between colour creates a more exhausting and frustrating 
experience for people playing a simple game with colours. However, the guidelines for colour 
and contrast are few but the need for them is great. It is unclear if these guidelines are sufficient 
to make 1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se accessible for people with CVD. The premise of a web-
based health service is to make it easier for everyone to gain knowledge and help with their 
problems and as mentioned in 1.1 60% of earth’s population owns a mobile device which creates 
a demand for websites to work well on mobile devices.  

1.3 Purpose and research questions 
As presented in 1.2, even though there are existing guidelines to develop an accessible website 
it is unclear how big the impact is, also the lack of user tests creates an uncertainty how it 
impacts the users. It is also presented that the guidelines for developing a website to be 
accessible for people with CVD are few although a large portion of the population of earth lives 
with CVD. Also, further explained are the importance of a mobile website. The purpose of the 
research study is therefore to investigate what impact the relevant guidelines has on Swedish 
health care websites and what the consequences are for people living with CVD.  
To carry out this purpose, the research study has been broken down into two research 
questions. To investigate the impact of WCAG 2.1 on Swedish health care websites and how well 
they oblige to these standards, the first research question is: 

1. What impact can WCAG 2.1 have on Swedish health care websites?  

Because of the complex subject, the importance of user inputs and qualitative data cannot be 
understated. With the purpose being to investigate whether the guidelines are sufficient and 
their importance to people with CVD, the second research question is: 

2. What consequences does this have for people with CVD? 

1.4 The scope and delimitations 
The scope of the project is limited to the Swedish health service 1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se 
with a focus on how people with CVD use and experience the website. According to GSMA 
Intelligence (2019) about 60% of the world’s population owns a mobile phone and the majority 
of people use their mobile phone in a portrait orientation (Shirazi et al. 2013). The research is 
therefore limited to a web browser on a mobile phone in portrait orientation. To reduce the 
number of variables in the data collected, the research will be conducted using people with 
similar CVD. The degree of knowledge and experience of using a mobile device for browsing the 
web is crucial as well. Therefore, the study will be performed on subjects with internet 
experience. 
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1.5 Disposition 
This chapter presents the organization and the structure of the report. Each paragraph 
gives a brief description of what each chapter includes. 

1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the introduction and background to the research problem. Also presented 
are the problem statement, research questions but also the scope and delimitations. 

2 Method 
The method used in the case study is outlined. Including the link between method and research 
questions, work process, approach, design and data collection. Also presented is the process of 
analysis, validity and reliability. 

3 Theoretical Framework 
This chapter presents the research and theories that this research is built upon and its link to 
the research questions. Further it also explains key concepts used in the report to assist the 
reader to better understand the theories. 

4 Empirical Data 
Presented here is the empirical data found during the research. 

5 Analysis 
The analysis of the empirical data of the research study. 

6 Discussion 
Discussion of the results, methods and also conclusions drawn from the results. Further new 
questions that arose and possibilities for future studies are discussed. 
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2 Method and implementation 
This chapter presents the methods applied to the research and the work process, approach, 
design and data collection. It also presents the process of analysis, validity and reliability. 

The research study was conducted with a qualitative approach which was preferred because of 
the focus on individuals lived experience (Marshall and Rossman, 2006). To ensure a reliable 
result the research study was conducted using multiple sources of knowledge, as Creswell 
(2014) emphasises a qualitative study requires. Therefore, the research study was conducted 
with an evaluation of 1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se. Qualitative interviews and observations 
were also used with participants who live with CVD using these services. The purpose of the 
research study was to understand how WCAG impacts the two websites and the people using 
them. To satisfy this purpose it was important to understand the frustrations, simplicities and 
experience of the participants. Therefore, the focus was to gain deep and qualitative data from 
a smaller group of participants rather than a generalization from a larger group. 

2.1 Link between research questions and 
methods 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 A visualization of how the different methods are connected to 
the research questions. 
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2.2 Work process 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 The work process of the research 

2.3 Approach 
This research study was done as an exploratory research, meaning the research investigated on 
a new problem that was not truly defined yet (Dudovskiy, 2011). The goal of these kinds of 
studies is not to provide evidence, but to provide a better understanding of the selected 
problem. There also needs to be an understanding throughout the to be willing to change the 
direction of the research depending on any new insights or discoveries. 

Dudovskiy (2011) further explained that exploratory research not always strives to answer the 
research question, but merely explores the specific topic with different levels of depth. He also 
emphasised that the primary method for data collection within exploratory research are 
unstructured interviews. Because of that this research study was conducted, among others, with 
unstructured interviews. 
As mentioned, this study matched an exploratory research approach. Mostly because it 
provided a wider knowledge of the WCAG guidelines and gave an insight of how people with 
CVD experienced 1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se. We, the researchers of this study, were aware 
that the research might have taken another turn than expected. The only part of Dudovskiy’s 
(2017) guidelines of exploratory research that this study did not follow, is that this study 
actually did strive to answer the research questions. 
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2.4 Design 
2.4.1 Evaluation 
An evaluation was conducted by two people objectively looking at the websites with WCAG 2.1 
as reference, more specifically guideline 1.4.1 “Use of Color” and 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)”. 
The two guidelines have clear instructions of how to fulfil them, which made it possible for 
anyone to evaluate a website. It could be argued that for guideline 1.4.1 the evaluator needs to 
be able to see colour in order to evaluate whether information is conveyed solely by colour. For 
guideline 1.4.3, a contrast analyser recommended by W3C was used to calculate what contrast 
different colours had on the websites. In section 2.5.4 it is presented in depth how the data were 
collected. 
The results from these evaluations are important for the research to gain an understanding of 
how the guidelines affect or could affect the website. It also gave a deeper understanding of 
struggles and simplicities the participants experienced during the observations. To answer the 
research questions, it was therefore needed to understand if the website conformed to the 
guidelines or not. Therefore, the evaluation was conducted first. In turn, the results from the 
observations and interviews from people affected by the design decisions were used in 
comparison to the evaluation results to understand if the guidelines made a difference. 

2.4.1.1 Page Sampling 
1177.se has a very similar design language throughout the website with very few unique pages, 
therefore a decision was made to evaluate all unique pages on the website. For the logged in 
version, e-tjanster.1177.se, the design language was very different between several pages with 
many unique elements. Therefore, a survey was conducted with ten people, of similar age to the 
participants but a mixture of both men and women, to find out what tasks they most commonly 
used. The survey simply asked, “what are the two most common tasks you do on e-
tjanster.1177.se?”.  
From the results of the survey it was obvious that the two most common tasks were to book an 
appointment and to check the journal. Booking a time got seven answers while looking at the 
journal got six. The decision was then to create two user journeys for e-tjanster.1177.se to cover 
these two tasks, as seen in figure 3. These two journeys were used as foundation for the pages 
evaluated on e-tjanster.1177.se. For booking an appointment, “Blood pressure” was used as 
reason for the appointment because it was the only one where there were time slots available. 
This made it possible to evaluate the complete page, since some elements only were visible when 
time slots were available. For future studies, any type of appointment could be used since each 
appointment type would look similar. 
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Figure 3 The user journeys for e-tjanster.1177.se 

 

2.4.2 Interview 
Before the observation an introductory interview was conducted to gain background 
information about the participant. This was done to state their similarities, differences and 
habits using the web. Included in the introductory interview was a CVD test, as seen in figure 
4, to determine the degree of CVD the participant had. Although it is not a scientific test that 
could determine a diagnosis it was important to know the similarities between the interviewees 
to draw reliable conclusions. When the observations were done, an in-depth qualitative 
interview was held to gain a deep understanding of the participants’ experience. The questions 
and thought process behind the interviews can be seen in section 2.4.2.1.  
It was realised that the first interviewee had trouble remembering the experience on 1177.se 
which made us question our interview structure. Therefore, for the second interview we 
changed it by doing one interview after the first two observation tasks and then an interview 
after the second two. Both of the interviews were similar and followed the same interview guide, 
as seen in 2.4.2.1, but the interviewee was able to give deeper responses. Therefore, this new 
structure was used on the last three out of the four interviews and observations. This should 
not influence the results since the interview guide was the same across all interviews 
and the only difference was the achieved depth of the answers. 
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Figure 4 A test to estimate whether a subject has difficulties perceiving 
colours.  

 

2.4.2.1 Interview Guide 
During the interviews, the interviewer did not have a list of specific questions that needed 
answers. Instead, three relevant topics were used and a general conversation, with questions as 
icebreakers, was held to gain knowledge of the topics. The questions during the interview were 
kept open-ended. Brinkmann (2015) puts emphasis on asking questions “how” rather than 
comparative questions as “was x better than y” for example. The topics covered during the 
interview were:  

• Experiences 

• Difficulties 

• Simplicities 
These three topics were prepared to be able to answer the report’s research question number 2: 
“what consequences does this have for people with CVD?”. The topic “experience” was used to 
understand the interviewees feelings and general experience of the website. The topics 
“difficulties” and “simplicities” were then chosen to get a deeper and more detailed 
understanding of why the users felt the way they did, both positive and negative opinions.  

The questions, in no particular order, which were used as icebreakers: 

• How was your experience using the website? 

• How did you perceive the buttons, links, text etc.? 

• What made any of the tasks difficult or simple? 

• How demanding and exhausting were the tasks? 

• How did you feel during the test? 

• What made you feel confused or perceptive? 
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We, the researchers, both recorded the interview and took notes. The recorded parts of the 
interviews were used to transcribe and to have the exact interview later on. The notes helped 
catch the feelings and body language of the person, this was important to gain a deep 
understanding of the participants' words.  

2.4.3 Observation 
The observations were done on an iPhone X and on the mobile website of 1177. To reduce the 
noise between the different observations, the observation was done on the same logged in 
account on the website. Also, full brightness was used with “True Tone” turned off. 
Two tasks, as seen in figure 3, were assigned to each participant to finish on e-tjanster.1177.se. 
For 1177.se another two tasks were assigned, these tasks were chosen to be able to cover the 
entire website. One task was to find the nearest health centre opening hours. The second task 
was to find out what could cause headache, depending on the steps the participants took, the 
menu or search function would be used. Because of the uniform design 1177.se used it was 
possible by choosing these tasks every unique page design could be used, depending on the 
steps taken. However, the steps taken to finish the tasks were not relevant because the purpose 
was to study the participants’ experiences using the website. 
During the observations, the researchers screen recorded and took notes on how the 
participants completed the tasks and if any problems occurred. Since different screens look 
different and the contrast differs from screen to screen the same device was used throughout 
the research. It was also important to be in similar environments because sunlight, different 
indoor lights and reflections could all affect how the website and phone looked. 

2.5 Data collection 
2.5.1 Literature Study 
As a foundation for the research study a literature study was conducted. This resulted in a good 
framework from where the research study could be built. The information gathered during the 
literature study was partly used to gain deeper knowledge on the subject and previous research. 
It was also used as a reference during the discussion to discuss whether any potential new 
questions arose. The database used to find previous research were both Google Scholar and 
DiVA. 
To find the different literatures keywords used were: 

• WCAG 

• Colour/Color Vision Deficiency 

• Colour/Color Blindness 

• Accessibility 

• Colour 

• Contrast 

• Web 

• Mobile 

• Orientation 

2.5.2 Evaluation 
To collect data through the evaluation, each page was evaluated with the guidelines as 
reference, while also using examples given by W3C of both failed and successful elements. The 
evaluation of 1177.se consisted of every unique page of the website and the page sampling of e-
tjanster.1177.se can be seen in figure 3. Similarly, all unique elements on these pages were 
evaluated and repeated elements were only checked the first time they appeared. Also, the 
highest contrast ratio is 21:1 which is black against white. Therefore, all black text against a light 
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background was not checked since it would almost achieve the highest possible contrast. If 
nothing else is stated, elements using a gradient colour scheme were compared using the colour 
in the gradient that had the most contrast in comparison to the other element. For example, a 
button was evaluated using the darkest colour in the gradient if the text was lighter and vice 
versa if the text were darker. This means that although the darkest colour might have passed in 
regard to WCAG 2.1 the lighter colour might not have. Since medical journals contain a lot of 
personal information it was decided to censor all sensitive information. This includes names, 
diagnoses, notes, phone numbers and regions. There were no impacts on the evaluation and the 
results are not affected by the decision. 

Since 1.4.1 “Use of Color” is evaluating whether any information is conveyed solely by colour it 
was important that we the researchers did not have any kind of CVD. This means that it was no 
problem seeing any colour on the website. Therefore, the evaluators were able to evaluate 
whether an element conveyed information solely through colour or not. While a person with 
CVD only can evaluate whether an element conveys information not using colour. Since the 
evaluation was done for a mobile device the criteria of contrast between a link and surrounding 
text being over 3:1 could not be taken into consideration on all but one case. This is due to the 
requirement being dependant on the possibility to hover an element to distinguish it from the 
text. However, this could create a difference in results between desktop and mobile. 

For the 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)” the evaluation was done using Google Chrome as the web 
browser because of the possibility to change the appearance to a mobile device. The “inspect” 
function was then used to check the code behind the website, which made it possible to see the 
colours used on each element. W3C recommends “juicystudio.com”, a website that has a built-
in contrast calculator. The background colour and text colour were then calculated by the 
website which gave an output of the contrast ratio from 1:1 to 21:1. The results are therefore not 
an interpretation but an actual calculation, which means there is no difference in results 
between different evaluators. 

2.5.3 Observations 
Qualitative observations were used to achieve a better understanding of how people with CVD 
experience some of 1177’s webpages. The subjects were assigned four tasks where they were 
supposed to get from A to B. How they got there was irrelevant, the focus was on how the 
subjects experienced and interpreted the pages. The data was gathered by the researchers 
taking notes and screen recording the sessions. Taking notes and comments on the informants 
was done to see and listen to reactions that might arise. The sessions were screen recorded as a 
help for the researchers to be able to go back and be reminded of what actions the subject was 
taking. 
No protocol was used during the observations. Since the evaluation was done before the 
observations and interviews, the researchers were aware of what elements failed or not on 
1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se already. The researchers therefore had that information in mind 
during the observations. Since the observations were done without the researchers talking, the 
participants could not be affected by the researchers having this information in mind. 
Creswell (2014) says that a researcher records the field notes from the observation in either an 
unstructured or semi structured way, depending on if the researchers have a specific goal with 
the observation. The qualitative observation this research was based on, is an unstructured 
observation approach since there was no protocol to follow and the participant could complete 
the tasks however he pleased. Although the researchers were able to take notes on how the 
participants interacted with specific elements since the evaluation was done beforehand. 

2.5.4 Interviews 
As discussed earlier, the complex subject of individual lived experiences requires qualitative 
data (Marshall and Rossman, 2006). The dialog for the interviews is built on an understanding 
and supportive interview style because of the personal topic (Brinkmann, 2015). Another focus 
lies in creating a safe and comfortable environment which Creswell (2014) describes as a core 
characteristic of qualitative interviewing. Lastly the interviewer will not lead or pressure the 
interviewee in any direction, this is accomplished by using open ended questions and the 
interviewer only having a few topics needing answers. 
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2.6 Data analysis 
The result of the study will be analysed and discussed in multiple steps to create a deep and 
reliable understanding and analysis of the results. By being as transparent as possible of any 
deficiency of the study, results and analysis the research ensures a reliable result with much 
potential for future studies. Creswell (2014) pointed to six different steps to ensure a thorough 
analysis of good quality. The six steps outlined by Creswell are: 

1. “Organize the data for analysis.” 
2. “Read all the data.” 
3. “Start coding all of the data.” 

4. “Use the coding process to develop a description of the setting or people as 
well as the categories or themes for analysis.” 

5. “Advance how the description and themes will be represented in the 
qualitative narrative.” 

6. “What were the lessons learned?” 
Gibbs (2007) further emphasizes the benefits of going through the data, organizing it and code 
all the data. We, the researchers, made sure to stay away from over generalization as Gibbs 
(2007) discussed in order to reach a higher quality analysis. The coding of the interviews was 
conducted using colours representing the three themes; experiences, simplicities and 
frustrations. Blue represented experiences, green represented simplicities and red represented 
frustrations. The coding was done by the researchers and reflects their interpretations of the 
answers given. This gave a clear overview of how the participants experiences the two websites, 
if one of the websites were more red it would indicate more frustrations experienced on that 
website. 

2.7 Validity and reliability 
In this section, it is outlined what steps and procedures the research has gone through to 
ensure high validity and reliability 

2.7.1 Validity 
Gibbs (2007) emphasizes the importance of making sure the explanations and results are really 
true to what is happening. To ensure maximum validity the process went through multiple steps 
outlined by Creswell (2014). To ensure a valid and correct transcript of the interviews the 
transcripts were sent back to the interviewee’s and combined with their feedback a correct 
transcript was ensured. By ensuring a correct transcript of the interviews the analysis of the 
results reach a higher validity as well. Creswell (2014) also describes the risk of noise appearing 
in a research. To minimize the noise between reader and researcher, a rich and thick description 
of the findings and background to the problem helps the reader understand the researchers’ 
thoughts and understandings. It also creates a detailed setting for the reader and offers multiple 
perspective which makes the results more realistic and richer as Creswell (2014) points 
towards. Before the methods were finalized, a third party was used as a final judge to verify the 
right methods being used. Because of the biased nature of qualitative research, transparency is 
key to reach higher validity. To ensure transparency throughout the research study, the results 
are presented in their original form in appendices to ensure a truly transparent presentation of 
the results. Also through a thorough and objective discussion of the process the research study 
went through, the weaknesses and strengths were brought up. Creswell discusses this as 
“presenting negative or discrepant information that runs counter to the themes”. This was 
accomplished within the analysis and discussion of the results and research study. Creswell 
(2014) argues the importance of identifying the researchers bias, background and values that 
shape the interpretations made during the research. 
The results of this research study were gained from user testing with focus on the participants 
experiences of the website. Combined with the results from the evaluation the final results have 
a general indication of how the experience for the participants and the websites were affected 
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by the WCAG standards. Therefore, the conclusions should be applicable to similar websites 
where accessibility is important. 

2.7.1.1 Researcher Bias 
The research was conducted by two people, both caucasian, mid 20 year olds and Swedish, 
meaning the results and analysis could be different if the researchers would have come from a 
different background. Neither of the researchers lives with any kind of CVD, although the 
transcripts were controlled by the interviewees after the analysis of interviews and observations 
could have been affected by this, however the evaluation should not have been. While this was 
the case, the researchers minimized the risk by doing thorough background research to better 
understand the interviewees. This background research included both previous research in the 
area and also research on different kinds of CVD. The researchers have undergone similar 
education in digital design and interaction design on the web, meaning the research was 
conducted by people with knowledge within the area. Therefore, the results could have been 
different if neither of the researchers had any knowledge within the area. Although this 
knowledge also contributed to a better understanding of the results of the interviews and 
observations, the bias could therefore both be negative and positive. 

2.7.1.2 Sampling 
To be able to do a thorough analysis with high reliability and validity the sampling was limited 
to a group of four people. The sampling was done as an information-oriented selection. Limited 
to people with experience browsing the web on a mobile phone, with similar CVD and around 
the same age. Because of the fact that the participants were used to browsing the web on a 
mobile device, potential problems should not be because of little experience browsing the web. 
While the purpose of the research was to gain knowledge of the experience for people living 
with CVD, the participants were chosen to be similar for deeper understanding in the 
experience of the specific group of people and for better comparison between the results. All 
four participants were male, mainly because of the over representation of male living with CVD. 
The participants came from similar backgrounds as well, the age were around 25 years old, 
Swedish, caucasian and with previous experience browsing the web. Three of the participants 
are acquainted with the researchers, while the observations and interviews were held 
professionally and no special treatment was given to these participants it was taken into 
consideration that the fourth participant could perceive the environment differently. 
The participants were found through common contacts on Messenger. To find the participants 
for the interviews and observations, the first step was to ask people we, the researchers, knew 
if they were or knew someone with CVD. Through this method, we received names of four men 
with impaired colour vision who all wanted to participate in the interview and observation. 

2.7.1.3 Evaluation 
The evaluation was done on a computer using Google Chrome and its inspect function. 
However, the guidelines are shaped such that the device doing the evaluation does not matter 
since the contrast is a mathematical calculation and whether an element solely conveys 
information through colour does not need precise colour either. Although W3C recommends as 
many people as possible doing the evaluation to ensure an objective result, the evaluation was 
conducted by two people. Since the main focus of the research study was to gain knowledge of 
the impact on people with CVD and how the guidelines affect the website. Also taking into 
account that the results of the evaluation mainly were used as reference for comparison with 
findings from the interviews and observations, two people for the evaluation should be 
sufficient. We do however understand the value and importance of the evaluation being done 
by multiple people and urge future studies to use as many people as possible during evaluation 
of the website. 

2.7.1.4 Observation & Interview 
While the observations were done to understand the daily struggles for people with CVD to use 
1177.se it was very important that the interpretations of the researchers were correct. To ensure 
correct observations, the interpretations and field notes were double checked with the 
participant. The interview after the observation was also conducted to further gain deeper 
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knowledge of the struggles during the observation. By doing a double check of the researchers’ 
interpretations and an in-depth interview, the results of the observations should be as true to 
what actually happened as possible. When the transcripts from the interviews were done they 
were sent back to the interviewee to ensure a correct transcript were used during the analysis 
of the results. During the interviews, the interviewer only asked open ended questions where 
the interviewee answered from their own words and thoughts. The questions used were only as 
icebreakers to a conversation between the two, the interviews were conducted this way to create 
a safe and natural environment for the interviewee. It was also done this way to ensure as little 
influence as possible from the interviewer. 

2.7.2 Reliability 
Creswell (2014) and Gibbs (2007) both explain the reliability of the research as how consistent 
the research is across multiple researchers and projects. Yin (2009) also suggests the 
researchers should document all steps throughout the process. To ensure a reliable study the 
research study followed steps outlined by Gibbs (2007) while also clearly describing the 
research methods to create an opportunity for other researchers to continue with the research 
or do a similar one to check this research’s findings. The codes and transcripts were compared 
between the two researchers to make sure the understandings and findings were reliable and 
true. Further multiple meetings were scheduled each week during the process to keep the 
coordination between the researchers, this is important to minimize the risk of a drift in the 
analysis and planning. Last but not least the transcripts, codes, findings and methods were 
double checked to minimize the risk of any obvious mistakes in any part of the process. This 
was done by, similarly to the comparison between the codes, the researchers double-checking 
each other’s work to ensure that everything was correct.  
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3 Theoretical framework 
This chapter presents the theoretical foundation this research is built upon and the link 
between them and the research questions. To give a better understanding of the theoretical 
framework, key concepts are introduced and explained first. 

3.1 Theoretical Background 
3.1.1 W3C 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international community consisting of a full-time 
staff and member organizations, developing web standards. Among other standards W3C 
develops HyperText Markup Language (HTML) which is one of the fundamental building 
blocks of the web. 

3.1.2 WCAG 
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) is developed by the W3C and is a set of 
guidelines and standards which are called “W3C Recommendations”. These guidelines are 
developed to provide a single standard for content accessibility on the web. WCAG 2.0 was 
published on the 11th of December 2008 and updated to 2.1 on the 5th of June 2018. All criteria 
from 2.0 are included in 2.1, meaning that if a website conforms to WCAG 2.1 it conforms to 
WCAG 2.0 as well. WCAG 2.0 is approved as an ISO Standard and the ISO Standard is identical 
to WCAG 2.0. The ISO Standard is ISO/IEC 40500 (W3C, 2018). 

WCAG 2.1 consists of four different principles: perceivable, operable, understandable and 
robust. These four principles consist of a set of guidelines which are the basic goals a developer 
should work towards for creating an accessible website. Each guideline consists of different 
success criteria that when tested, return a true or false result. To determine how important the 
success criteria are, W3C uses three different levels of priorities A, AA, AAA (highest priority to 
lowest priority respectively (W3C, 2018). This study focuses on the principle “1.0 Perceivable” 
and its guideline “1.4 Distinguishable”. The two success criterions relevant to the research study 
in “1.4 Distinguishable” are: 

• 1.4.1 Use of Color, A 

• 1.4.3 Contrast (minimum), AA 

• 1.4.6 Contrast (enhanced), AAA 

3.1.2.1 Use of Color (Level A) 
The "Use of color" recommendation describes the colour perception specifically for how text 
and elements should be processed on websites (W3C, 2018). Colours should not be the only 
visual difference when emphasizing information, actions and elements on the webpage. 
The purpose of this criteria is to make sure that all users can interpret the information in the 
right way. Information conveyed with only colour differences might not be perceived by a 
person with colour vision deficiency. With this guideline, users are guaranteed to be able to spot 
the difference in text and elements with other visual methods than just colour changes. An 
exception of this is when the contrast between a link in a text and the text has a higher contrast 
than 3:1 between one another while also presenting other visual cues on hover. 
W3C (2018) lists a couple of examples where this guideline is performed in practice. One of the 
examples describes the situation of a form that contains both optional and required fields. For 
a well-designed form, W3C (2o18) suggests having instructions at the top of the form explaining 
that the required fields use red text and an icon that says “Required”. This way, it does not 
matter if the user is able to see the red colour or not.  

3.1.2.2 Contrast (Minimum) (Level AA) 
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The intention of this recommendation is to provide enough contrast between text and 
background. For a user with correct colour vision, the hue and saturation of text will not affect 
the legibility if there is a difference in the colour. But for a user having a difficult time separating 
certain colours, the contrast of the items is important. Therefore, the criterion Contrast 
“(minimum)” says that text and elements connected to each other should have a contrast ratio 
of at least 4.5:1.  
There are exceptions for the recommended contrast ratio. If a text is larger and bolder, it is 
easier for anyone to read on a lower contrast (W3C, 2018). The contrast ratio criteria is 
therefore lower and has to be at least 3:1. If a text is 18 points or 14 points and bold, they fit into 
the category of larger and bolder text. Text or images that are used as pure decoration do not 
have to follow any contrast criteria at all, neither do the text on logotypes. 

3.1.2.3 Contrast (Enhanced) (Level AAA) 
This guideline is an extension of 1.4.1 “Contrast (minimum)” and is reached if the contrast is 
4.5:1 for bold text or larger than 18 points. If the text is not bold and smaller than 18 points the 
contrast ratio needs to be 7:1 in order to conform. 

3.1.3 ISO 
International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) is an organisation consisting of experts 
from over 160 different countries who collectively develops international standards. Today they 
have published over 22 000 standards. (SIS, 2020)  

3.1.4 Law (2018:1937) 
Directive (EU) 2012/2016 is directive aiming to provide a more accessible web. The directive 
says that all countries in the EU should develop laws requiring increased digital accessibility for 
users. In 2018 the EU developed two implementing decisions to ensure uniform conditions for 
the implementation. Mainly that the guidelines of WCAG 2.1 should be used and the AA 
standard needs to be met (European Commission, 2019). Sweden began implementing this on 
public service websites in 2019 and existing websites should be updated in September 2020. 
The law covering this is “Lag om tillgänglighet till digital offentlig service” (SFS, 2018:1937).  

3.1.5 Colour vision deficiency  
Colour vision deficiency (CVD) is when a person has a difficult time separating certain colours 
from each other (Andersson, 2017). Being colour blind does not mean seeing in black and white 
which is often a misunderstanding. There are some exceptions with people being unable to 
perceive any colour at all, but very rare cases. 

There are different types of CVD, one of them is called “red-green colour blindness” which 
means that red and green are difficult to distinguish. This kind of colour vision impairment is 
heritable and also the most common type. People with red-green colour blindness can also have 
trouble experiencing colours with red and green parts in them. For example, it can be confusing 
to distinguish blue and purple since purple is a mixture of blue and red. Same case for the 
colours green and brown, since brown is a mixture of green and red. 

Another kind of CVD is called “blue-yellow colour blindness” which includes a deficiency in 
seeing colours between blue and yellow in the colour chart. A person with this type of CVD will 
have a hard time to distinguish blue and green, but also yellow and pink. Different shades of 
purple can be interpreted as blue for someone with blue-yellow colour blindness.  

3.2 Previous research 
Andersson (2017) wrote a bachelor thesis about the accessibility for people with impaired vision 
on two different governmental websites. The study describes the accessibility requirements 
from WCAG 2.0 and how they are implemented on skatteverket.se and the Swedish police 
websites, polisen.se. The outcome of this research was that, even if a website meets the 
requirements of WCAG 2.0, it is still difficult to achieve an accessible website. Both of the 
websites being tested in this study are enough adapted to the guidelines to be eligible to call 
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themselves “adapted for people with impaired vision”. The problems this study addresses is 
that the WCAG 2.0 standards do not cover the solution for blind people navigating through the 
interface both with and without screen readers. Confusion arose because the screen readers had 
difficulty reading certain content on the screen. This is due to a poor contrast and a narrow 
difference between font sizes like headings and body texts. 
Andersson’s (2017) work is relevant for this study in the matter that Skatteverket and the police 
websites fulfils the requirements of WCAG 2.0 but is still lacking in the accessibility point of 
view. This is something to keep in mind when comparing the most recent version of WCAG, 
WCAG 2.1, to 1177.se. Andersson (2017) mentions that this study is possible to research even 
deeper into. The writer conducted two usability tests and a couple of interviews. He states that 
more tests and interviews would lead to a bigger picture of how accessibility is experienced on 
these webpages.  

One other related work (Hallstensson and Zalamans, 2019) researched on 32 different Swedish 
web pages to see if they met the requirements of WCAG 2.1. 1177.se was not one of these 
webpages. Instead of researching a specific disability, they looked at these four accessibility 
problems: 

1. To be able to enlarge text 
2. That all element should have text options 
3. That you should be able to see which element is in focus 
4. That web pages should be validated 

The conclusion of this thesis shows that there is no specific occupation who is the reason why 
these problems occur. Instead, the study shows that there are weaknesses in the understanding 
of the WCAG guidelines. According to this work, WCAG seems to be outdated and too extensive. 
Hallstensson and Zalamans (2019) says that the reason for that is probably because WCAG is 
developed without any specific technique in mind. The distinction is that the research is not 
taking colour vision deficiency into consideration. 
In a publication (Johansson, 2015) at Uppsala University, it is discussed about the patient 
empowerment and the e-health services’ accessibility. This study evaluates the former 1177.se 
(minavardkontakter.se) in a web accessibility perspective and compares to the standards of 
WCAG 2.0. The research is based on several disabilities like perceptual impairment, cognitive 
impairment and physical impairment. 
The author comes to the conclusion that minavardkontakter.se does not conform to the 
standards set by WCAG 2.0 on all pages. The persona with colour vision deficiency did have 
problems navigating the website but could complete all tasks presented in this thesis. The study 
did not however have any real people conducting the tests coupled with the new law and the 
update of “minavardkontakter.se to “1177.se” the results may be outdated. This study will build 
on this research by using multiple people with colour vision deficiency conducting user tests 
and interviews to gather deeper knowledge on the subject and focusing only on people with 
colour vision deficiency. 

Kim et al. (2016) researched the 140 most downloaded health and fitness applications in seven 
different countries and compared them to guidelines from W3C. The guideline “Information 
conveyed solely with colour” is the same as the one in WCAG 2.1 and relevant to this study. They 
evaluated all the applications with this as reference and the conclusion was that the top five 
apps of each country did not have any problems with this guideline. However, the research was 
only conducted by evaluating these applications from the authors point of view and did not use 
any participants with CVD. The authors did not research if people with CVD would have any 
problems and whether the guidelines were sufficient or not.  
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3.3 Link between research questions and 
theory 

Here, four key theories are identified and represent the foundation to this research and these 
theories were used during the research process. 

 
Figure 5 A visualization of how the theories are connected to the 
research questions. 

 

3.4 Difficulties of browsing the web with CVD 
As discussed in chapter 2.1, Problem statement, creating a website accessible for everyone is a 
difficult task. Kim et al. (2016) came to the conclusion that the top five downloaded fitness apps 
conformed to guideline “Use of Color” and should in theory work well for people with CVD. 
Other research studies conducted within the area of CVD generates a brief understanding of the 
difficulties people with CVD experiences. Research done by Johansson (2015) evaluates 
problems with WCAG 2.0 using personas with different disabilities. The results showed the 
persona with impaired vision, among others CVD, having problems navigating the website. The 
website however did conform to the guideline “Use of Color”, although not to Contrast 
“(minimum)”. Another research done by Napoli and Chiasson (2018) presents a similar result 
where people experience difficulties playing a simple game while using a colour blindness filter. 
Both these studies point towards the overall experience being more exhausting and difficult, 
however not impossible. Kim et al. (2016) points towards apps being developed to work well for 
people with CVD. However, the research does not investigate whether the theory holds up in 
practice. While Johansson’s (2015) study is more relevant to the research studies’ area it is 
important to recognise the findings in Hall and Hanna’s (2004) research to understand that, 
even though it is possible to use a website with CVD it is not problem free. 
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3.5 Difficulties of accessibility development 
for web 

In previous studies, there are discussions going on if the guidelines of WCAG are sufficient 
enough to develop an accessible website. Andersson (2017) mentions that even if a website 
meets the requirements of WCAG 2.0, it is not sufficient enough to be classified as an accessible 
website. According to Andersson (2017), the standards of WCAG do not cover a full solution for 
blind people when navigating through an interface. In another study designed by Hallstensson 
and Zalamans’ (2019), the outcome shows that there are weaknesses in understanding the 
guidelines of WCAG. The writers argue for WCAG being outdated and too extensive. These 
studies point towards that the WCAG standards lack in relevance and focus. 

3.6 Most common phone orientation 
Navigating through smartphone applications is most often done with the device in portrait 
mode (Shirazi et al. 2013). The study consists of a suggestion that developers should mainly 
focus on producing usable portrait interfaces. As the authors predicts, this study can be 
interpreted as a holistic picture of mobile human-computer interaction. Shirazi et al. (2013) 
forms the basis for the theory of examining this study in portrait mode.  

3.7 Relevant guidelines 
People with colour vision deficiency have trouble differentiate certain colour from each other 
(1177.se), and because of the different types of CVD it is important to achieve accessibility for 
all of them. The guideline 1.4.1 “Use of Color” does not consider what colour is used in relation 
to another but states that no colour should be used to solely convey information. The use of 
contrast is important for the readability, although not only for people with CVD, with a higher 
contrast generating more readability and a less exhausting experience (Napoli and Chiasson, 
2018). The guideline 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)” is calculated in such a way that the colour is 
not a factor in determining if the contrast level is sufficient, resulting in a contrast that is 
pleasant for people with CVD (WC3, 2018). Therefore, the guideline is important for this 
research as well to determine if the use of contrast and colour in combination generates a more 
pleasant and accessible website for people with CVD. 
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4 Empirical data 
Presented in this chapter are the empirical data collected through the methods presented in 
chapter 2. 

4.1 Evaluation 
4.1.1 Use of Color 

4.1.1.1 1177.se 
The results of the evaluation show that 1 out of the 20 elements evaluated failed the standard, 
and 19 out of 20 fulfilled the guideline. The only failure 1177.se contained was a link on top of a 
heading at the page that describes a symptom. There was nothing that signalled it being a link 
since there were similar headlines that was not a link, resulting in nothing differentiating the 
link from the other headlines. 
Apart from the element mentioned above, every heading and button meets the requirements of 
guideline 1.4.1, as well as the links in the body text and in the lists. The coloured headings are 
always signalled with a bolder font weight combined with, or, a bigger font size. Buttons often 
have a shape around it and are prompted with bold font weight, some buttons also have a 
symbol to clarify that it is a button which makes them fulfil the guideline. Except from the link 
that failed the requirements, the other links are prompted with either an underline or a symbol, 
for example an arrow, and meets requirements because of this. 
Overall 1177.se design language creates a well-developed and uniform experience which 
separates all elements from one another. None, but one, element is solely conveyed by colour 
and are always combined either by a shape surrounding it, different font sizes and weights but 
also icons prompting an action. 

4.1.1.2  E-tjanster.1177.se 
Out of all 20 unique elements on the selected pages that were evaluated, 8 of them failed the 
criteria of the 1.4.1 “Use of Color” standards while 12 of them achieved level A. The elements 
that did not reach the standards failed because the element was only signalized with colour. 
7 out of 8 elements that failed were buttons, 6 of these buttons were only differentiated by 
colour between the selected button and not selected. While one of the buttons were due to the 
button colour being very low contrast to the background and the text of the button not having 
any indication of it being a link. The conclusion of this element was therefore that the colour of 
the button was key to it being able to be seen as a button. The 7th element failing was because 
of a list of buttons where every second element was white, and the others were light blue. There 
is no indication at all that it was a button other than the colour. Therefore, the conclusion is 
that the colour difference indicates it being more than decorative. The 8th element which failed 
were a couple of links on the journal page where the only indication of it being links were the 
colour. These did have a higher contrast than 3:1 but because of the lack of ability to hover the 
elements the colour was the only indication and thus a failure. 
E-tjanster.1177.se failed the evaluation on almost 50% of the unique elements evaluated. There 
are no specific set of elements always failing but it is a mixture of different elements, this could 
be because there is no uniform design language. Some elements are solely prompting an action 
through colour and some are only using colour to differentiate themselves from other similar 
elements. 

4.1.2  Contrast (minimum) 

4.1.2.1  1177.se 
The result showed that 11 out of 23 evaluated elements fulfilled the AA standards of the 
guidelines regarding contrast. 12 of the elements reached the AAA standard with a higher 
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contrast ratio than 7:1. None of the evaluated elements on 1177.se failed the requirements. The 
elements that were evaluated to their background were buttons, links, navigation, headings and 
subheadings. Every background included in the evaluation was either white, light pink, dark 
red or light blue. All the items connected to these backgrounds were either dark blue, red, black 
or white for the dark red background in the footer. 

4.1.2.2  e-tjanster.1177.se 
The eight pages that were evaluated contained 29 different unique items and elements. The 
evaluation resulted in 9 elements failing the 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)” standards. 17 of the 
29 elements achieved the requirements of an AA standard and three out of the 29 achieved the 
AAA level of 1.4.6 “Contrast (Enhanced)”. 
The elements which failed were mostly buttons. For these cases, the text on the buttons had a 
contrast ratio under 3:1 and were not bold or large enough text. In some cases, the buttons 
failed on half of the button because of a gradient. On the page where users book an 
appointment, the calendar showed whether a date is available to click on, and whether a date is 
already clicked. This was done with different colours on both the buttons and the connected 
text. The box that shows which button is clicked achieved level AAA of the contrast guidelines, 
but the button showing which dates are available failed the guidelines. 
The elements which achieved AA standards were a mix of buttons, links and a few headings. 
Not a single link failed the Contrast guidelines while both one link, heading and button reached 
the AAA level. 

4.2 Interview 
4.2.1 Participant 1 

• Age: 26 
• Occupation: IT consultant 
• Mobile internet usage: 5 to 10 times daily 
• Red-Green CVD 

As the subject was working as an IT consultant, he mentioned that he was experienced with 
using the internet and used the internet application on his phone at least 5 to 10 times a day. 
The interviewee said that he experienced 1177.se in a good way, the search function was a usable 
tool according to him. He never encountered any bigger difficulties, he said. When talking about 
buttons, links and text, the interviewee mentioned that the signals were clear but it was not that 
many colours, only red and grey. On one of the pages of e-tjanster.1177.se, the subject 
experienced a difficulty in seeing a link prompted only with colour. On another page, he saw 
coloured buttons in greyscale instead. He said that he felt like 1177.se was more well-built both 
in the architecture of the website and the design, although he was able to finish the tasks on 
both websites. 
The interviewee considered that finding a nurse was a bit confusing but not because of the 
colours, instead he mentioned that it was the placement and names of the buttons that confused 
him. When performing the test and interview, the subject stated that he was a bit nervous in 
the beginning, but nothing else should have affected his performance. 

4.2.2 Participant 2 
• Age: 24 
• Occupation: Studying civil economics (BMA) 
• Mobile internet usage: 10 to 15 times daily 
• Red-Green CVD 

The interviewee said he was used to navigate on the internet on a mobile phone and had used 
1177.se a couple of times, although not regularly. He also stated that there usually are no 
problems for him when browsing the web on a daily basis.  

4.2.2.1 1177.se 
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When asked about his experience using 1177.se he states that it felt very straightforward and 
that there was nothing that stopped him completely. He talked about the structure being very 
clear and concise, there was not a problem finding what he was looking for. There were some 
problems on the page for searching for a health centre, he states that he got a bit confused by 
the different options. He said that there was a lot of bold text and larger font sizes that helped 
to understand the website and the ability to quickly scan through the site. The different design 
of buttons and links from other elements was a big factor in the ability to understand and use 
the website as well. He said that there was not anything that made the experience extremely 
difficult and that he found the website pleasant to use. The use of colour on the website was 
mostly cosmetic as he states and the design of the different elements were most important for 
the ease of use. 

 

4.2.2.2 e-tjanster.1177.se 
The interviewee states that the experience on e-tjanster.1177.se was worse than on 1177.se. He 
said that is was much more confusing architecture and design than the last one. One 
contributing factor was the design choices because everything were very similar and mostly 
different shades of grey. While it helped that the buttons and links had some different design 
than everything else it was still difficult to use the website. He said that what made it a bit easier 
was the bold text and difference sized text but that it was not as good as the last one. He 
emphasizes the need for more concentration to complete the tasks in comparison to the other 
website. This was mostly due to a confusing structure, he said that he needed to go back and 
forth a lot which made the experience confusing and hard. He also said that it did not help that 
each page looked very different from the last one and that he at times had troubles differentiate 
buttons from information. When asked about a section of the journal page he said that he could 
see the difference between the links and text although it was a small difference. He could not 
see a colour difference between the headline and text though and if the links would have been 
the same colour he would not have seen any difference. 

4.2.3 Participant 3  
• Age: 25 
• Occupation: Building furniture 
• Mobile internet usage: 15 to 20 times daily 
• Red-Green CVD 

4.2.3.1 1177.se 
The interviewee stated that he found the website to be easy to navigate and the structure was 
good. The most important function was the search function, he says that he found it very good 
and presented a lot of relevant results. The hierarchy of the website was very important for the 
overall experience, while a lot of colour were similar and difficult to distinguish the bold text 
and size difference between text helped a lot when looking through the website and trying to 
understand it. The interviewee states that because of that it was easy to scan the pages and 
understand what he needed to do to complete the tasks given. When asked about the different 
elements on the website the interviewee stated that it was easy to distinguish the links and 
buttons from the rest of the elements. The size of the buttons made it easier to click as well. This 
was also one of the key things that made the experience good. 

4.2.3.1 e-tjanster.1177.se 
The interviewee stated that he found this section of the website much more confusing and 
harder to use than 1177.se. There was no clear structure which made it harder to understand 
the website and navigate it. The interviewee states that compared to the last website this one 
lacked hierarchy and distinguishable elements, this contributed to the website being harder to 
scan and understand. He further explains that the design of the elements was not as good as 
the last one either, although he could distinguish elements there was not enough to distinguish 
the important elements from the rest. He said, “Even though I was able to navigate the site 
and finish my tasks, I needed to concentrate a lot more to do so.”. When asked what he would 
do differently he states that reorganizing and creating better structure on the website was a top 
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priority. He says there is no problem in seeing that the blue links on the website are links, 
however he cannot tell a difference between the red headline and black text. 
He stated that the overall experience was much worse on this website than the last one. This 
was mainly due to the lack of hierarchy and structure on the website. The use of colour and 
design was not helping but was not the key thing making it bad, but it did not make it easier 
either. 

4.2.4 Participant 4  
• Age: 23 
• Occupation: Car interior fitter 
• Mobile internet usage: 0-5 daily, more on the desktop. 
• Red-Green CVD 

4.2.4.1 1177.se 
The interviewee said that he felt that the experience felt very smooth and that it was easy to 
distinguish different elements. He further emphasizes that the search function made the 
website feel very intuitive and it helped a lot to complete the first task. He did though state that 
the links was a bit harder to separate from the rest of the website when the text was small. It 
was a general problem and not due to colour or design of the links. He stated that the use of 
bigger text and buttons made them easier to see and interpret. He said that there was not really 
anything that confused him and made the experience difficult. He further states that everything 
was well designed and structured. 

4.2.4.2 e-tjanster.1177.se 
The interviewee stated that the tasks on this website was a bit harder to accomplish, especially 
when trying to book a time. When asked about the design of this website he said that it was a 
lot different from the last one but not the main factor making it harder to use. He further 
emphasizes that he thought that the book appointment button should be located at the front 
page. When asked about the different buttons and links he said that the design was similar 
between the pages with some small changes. He said that there was just a use on lighter and 
darker shades of grey used on the website. While the tasks were harder to complete he said that 
he could not state what made it harder. He states that this website needed more thought and 
concentration than the last one. 

4.3 Observation 
4.3.1 Participant 1 

4.3.1.1 1177.se 
The participant was with ease able to complete the tasks given. He seemingly understood the 
hierarchy of the website and was able to differentiate links from text and buttons from other 
elements. For the first task, he directly used the search function with no confusion and he also 
understood the “Headache” page and its design. For the second task, he used the “Find health 
centre” button and filled out the forms to search for a centre. The one time there seemed to be 
a bit of confusion was when he scrolled through the list of health centres a few times. However, 
it did not seem to be because he did not understand that they were clickable. The tasks were 
completed quickly and there was no need to go back and forth. He found a way to complete both 
tasks on his first try. 

4.3.1.2 e-tjanster.1177.se 
On e-tjanster.1177.se there was some confusion but he managed to complete both tasks. When 
looking through the front page he seems to understand that they are buttons. He found 
“Journal” and found himself confused on the next page. Although there was initial confusion 
he can tell that he needs to click the same button once more. The pop up took some time to scan 
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and read through but he managed and understood he needed to press a button to continue. 
When trying to book an appointment he found the health centre button quickly and clicked it. 
The next list of links was also easy to scan through and he could find the “Book an Appointment” 
button. Overall there were no problem in understanding the different buttons and links, there 
were however some confusion in understanding the hierarchy and information. He mentioned 
that he recently booked an appointment which made it a bit easier to find his way. 

4.3.2 Participant 2 

4.3.2.1 1177.se 
The second participant also did not have much trouble completing the tasks. He did it 
confidently and it did not take much time on each page. The hierarchy, links and buttons 
seemed clear most of the time. For the first task, he directly went to the search function which 
was very clear how to use and he understood the results were links and clickable. When inside 
the “Headache” page though, he did not seem to see the links at first, he started to scroll through 
the page multiple times. He then proceeds to click the migraine link. For the second task, he 
quickly saw the “Find health centre” button and used it. Then he used the map to find the 
nearest health centre and it seemed to work very well for him. Overall the experience seemed 
to be good for him, the only thing that took some time was to find a cause for the headache. All 
other links, hierarchy and buttons seemed very clear directly and he scanned through most 
information and pages quickly. 

4.3.2.2 e-tjanster.1177.se 
For the first task the participant quickly scanned through the front page and seemed to 
understand that they were buttons. There was no problem understanding the buttons on the 
next pages either although it took some time to read through the pop up inside the journal. The 
first task was pretty quickly completed without much confusion. For the second task, he had 
trouble understanding where the “Book an appointment” button were located. He tried a lot of 
different buttons and was just guessing after a while where it could be. When he found the right 
way it was no problem understanding that there were links, and for the next pages it seemed to 
be clear what he needed to do and understood the buttons. Overall the experience seemed a bit 
confusing although there was not much problem understanding the difference between links 
and buttons from the rest of the page. 

4.3.3 Participant 3 

4.3.3.1 1177.se 
The first tasks were completed quickly and the subject showed no uncertainties when 
navigating through the website. The subject used the search function to search for “headache” 
and had no trouble understanding the links and buttons when reading about headache and 
migraine. When completing the two journeys, he always used the heading of the link boxes to 
get to another page. The subject also mentioned during the performance that the website had a 
very good structure, according to him. 

4.3.3.2 e-tjanster.1177.se 
The tasks regarding e-tjanster.1177.se seemed to be harder for the subject to complete, even 
though he never had any bigger difficulties completing them. The subject got stuck on the first 
page for a while before seeing the “journal”-button. In general, he never had any problems 
understanding that the buttons were buttons but he seemed to have a problem understanding 
where each button or link would take him. When going back between the two journeys, the 
subject had a difficulty in finding the back-button in the top left corner, instead he tried to click 
the 1177-logotype to go back. 

4.3.4 Participant 4 

4.3.4.1 1177.se 
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The subject used the search function as his first choice when completing the first task. When 
coming across the different lists with links and information, the subject understood that he 
could click on the box as a button instead of the heading of the box. This behaviour was 
recurrent on several pages with the same architecture and design. The subject completed both 
tasks quickly using shortcut solutions like the search bar and “find health centre”-button 
without confusion. 

4.3.4.2 e-tjanster.1177.se 
When the subject encountered the two second tasks it was noticeable that he was looking for a 
search function here as well. While navigating through the pages, the subject seemed to 
understand what was buttons and links and what was not. When performing the last task, book 
an appointment, the subject had a hard time finding the button “book time”. The subject visited 
other pages like “order time” and “booked appointments”. He understood they were links but 
he did not know where to go. Once he found the appointment-page, he showed no uncertainty 
about navigating around that page and the calendar. When going back on the different pages, 
he always used the safari back-button, never the 1177 back-button.  
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5 Analysis 
The chapter answers the research questions by processing and analysing the collected 
empirical data and the theoretical framework. 

5.1 What impact can WCAG 2.1 have on 
Swedish health care websites?  

The evaluation of guideline 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 done on 1177.se shows that the website conforms to 
the guidelines on all of the elements but one. Although 1177.se follows the guidelines to near 
perfection the logged in version of e-tjanster.1177.se falls short on a number of points. The 
choices of colours both have a lower contrast between the text and background but also some 
information being conveyed solely by colour. The results are very widespread though, with 
some pages being much better than others. It is clear that the uniform design language of 1177.se 
generates a more consistent result. Different pages on e-tjanster.1177.se seems to have been 
updated on different occasions, which was particularly clear because the header and footer were 
updated just days before this research began. This creates a drift in design and could perhaps 
be an underlying factor to some elements conforming to the standards while others fail. 
However, on a lot of elements e-tjanster.1177.se does conform to the guidelines and on 1177.se 
it conforms on all but one element. This indicates that the guidelines are not hard to conform 
to and the different websites points towards processes to assist conforming to the guidelines. 
1177.se uses a uniform design with recurring colours and elements throughout the website 
indicating they had thought of the design and how the colours interact with each other. While 
e-tjanster.1177.se seems to have been updated on different occasions without any uniform 
design. Also, the design of 1177.se would work better than e-tjanster.1177.se in black and white, 
indicating a better use of other design elements such as bold texts, different sizes and buttons. 
Designing the website in black and white initially would create a website that does conform to 
guideline 1.4.1 and thus not consuming more time in development than if not. 
By conforming to these guidelines, a website should be accessible to the 8% of people living 
with CVD. The evaluation however shows that the websites, especially e-tjanster.1177.se, fails 
meeting the criteria on multiple points. However, because the interviews and observations 
showed that the participants found e-tjanster.1177.se manageable, the problems were with 
other factors than what the guidelines cover. This indicates that the impact of these guidelines 
on websites are perceived as more accessible websites with button design and link design that 
are distinguishable and useful to people with CVD as well, even when the users were not able 
to distinguish colour. 
On 1177.se, half of the elements evaluated conformed to a level AAA of the contrast guideline, 
while only 10% of the elements evaluated on e-tjanster.1177.se reached that level. The result of 
the interviews shows a much more enjoyable experience on 1177.se than on e-tjanster.1177.se. 
This points towards a very positive impact for websites when conforming to these guidelines. 
The observations also showed this because the participants needed significantly less time for 
reflection on 1177.se than on e-tjanster.1177.se. An adoption of the design language of 1177.se, 
and thus conforming to guidelines 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 although perhaps not the primary cause, 
would positively impact e-tjanster.1177.se. 

When evaluating guideline 1.4.1 the results shows that the links had a design other than the 
colour to distinguish them from other text, on almost all cases. Although we cannot confirm it 
is because of the guideline, it is clear that those links fulfil the criteria. This makes the links 
more distinguishable and the pages are easier to scan through, resulting in a positive impact on 
a website because the guideline. 
The result of e-tjanster.1177.se not meeting the criteria as well as 1177.se does, could be the 
result of multiple things. However, it does consist of more unique pages and more complex 
functions which requires a more complex information architecture. With a limited timeframe 
for designing a website, the requirement for conforming to WCAG could lead to less time being 
spent on other things. This could lead to the focus being to spread out on multiple things 
creating a worse result on other things than if WCAG would not be in the picture. Although the 
results show that e-tjanster.1177.se does not meet the criteria, the results from the interviews 
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shows it was not primarily what impacted the website negatively. However, the results from 
1177.se shows that a more positive experience were achieved by conforming to the guidelines, 
therefore developers should still have a focus in conforming to them. 
Overall the results indicate the guidelines impacting websites in a positive way. Even though e-
tjanster.1177.se fails meeting the criteria on multiple places the website is still manageable. 
Although two of the participants did perceive the website as greyscale they could still 
distinguish the elements and understand their function. This is because of the design language 
creating other indicators than colour and with a high enough contrast to other elements. 

5.2 What consequences does this have for 
people with CVD? 

The results from the interviews showed clearly that 1177.se is an easy to interpret with useful 
architecture while e-tjanster.1177.se was harder to navigate through. Although they agreed that 
they were able to distinguish elements from one another on e-tjanster.1177.se as well the 
experience was worse. The participants all agreed that the search function was a big help on 
1177.se. It was easy for the users to distinguish the results and elements from one another. All 
four of the subjects used the search bar when completing the first task without any hesitation. 
With no search function on e-tjanster.1177.se it could be a factor for the website being harder 
to navigate around. Although the subjects thought that the labels and placements of the 
elements were the reason why some tasks were confusing to complete. 
On 1177.se, we could conclude from both interviews and observations that both the design of 
the text and use of other indicators helped the participants completing the tasks, but the 
structure of 1177.se was the most relevant support. The different design elements helped scan 
the pages and make decisions faster. This shows that the guidelines affected the website 
positively and made it a more enjoyable experience for the participants. 
When the participants performed the tasks on e-tjanster.1177.se and the researchers observed 
the performance, it was clear that the back-button was a confusing moment. It was clear that 
the participants were used to use the logotype on a website as a back-button. But on e-
tjanster.1177.se, there was another button implemented for going back which was hard for the 
participants to notice. This back-button had a low contrast towards the background which could 
have been a contributing factor to why it was harder to notice. On 1177.se, the logotype worked 
as a back-button which was used by all the participants.  
All of the subjects had a harder time navigating through e-tjanster.1177.se than 1177.se. From 
the interviews and observations, it was clear that they never had any problems understanding 
that an element was a button or link. Even though they did not always understand where to 
click or how to go further. The colours were only a help to some degree, especially on e-
tjanster.1177.se two of the subjects mentioned that they experienced the front-page as a 
greyscale. This result shows that even though the participants were able to understand all 
elements even though they could not distinguish colours the problem was within the structure 
and information architecture of the website. This result indicates that the guidelines definitely 
helped make the website more accessible and a better experience because the problem was not 
in distinguishing elements from one another. The problems the participants were not due to 
the colours and therefore the impact the guidelines had on the participants were very positive. 
The results of the interviews and observations shows that 1177.se’s webpages are better 
structured and accessible for everyone than e-tjanster.1177.se’s pages are. It also shows that the 
main weaknesses on e-tjanster.1177.se are the structure and information architecture of the 
website. Further on it shows that the use of colour and contrast is a good help when designing 
a website but there are other fundamental elements to focus on first. However, without the 
design choices of buttons and links the participants would have had a much harder time to 
navigate the website. Therefore, the impact the guidelines had for the participants were 
positive, and definitely worth conforming to. 

The impact the guidelines had on the participants in this study were overall positive, it was clear 
that the problems was not with design decisions to conform to the guidelines. The participants 
were able to distinguish different elements from each other and if there were times where the 
colours were not visible, other design choices made the element distinguishable. The results of 
this study show that it is important to conform to these guidelines and developers should have 
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them in mind. Designing the website in black and white initially could solve the guideline 1.4.1, 
making it easy to conform to as well, giving time to focus on other important aspects such as 
the structure of the website. However, these guidelines do not only affect people with CVD 
either, the impact overall are positive because more design choices differentiate a button than 
just colour if conformed correctly. This means that the guidelines also create a more accessible 
and useful website for people with correct vision as well. 
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6 Discussion and Conclusion 
This chapter presents the results of the study and connects it to previous research within the 
area, it also discusses the implications and limitations of the study. Further the conclusions 
are presented and suggestions for further research are given at the end. 

6.1 Findings 
The results from the evaluation are in line with what some of the previous research has 
discovered while it contradicts others. The results from the observations and interviews are in 
line with previous research as well, while there are not as many studies conducted with user 
tests or personas the results are similar. A deeper debate of these results is discussed in this 
chapter. 
Hallstensson and Zalamans’ (2019) discussed in their research a problem with WCAG being 
hard to understand and very extensive. While this might be the case in the evaluation of 
guideline 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 done on 1177.se shows that the website conforms to the guidelines on 
all of the elements but one. Indicating that these two guidelines are not hard to understand or 
conform to. Although, e-tjanster.1177.se does fail on a number of elements the main factor 
seems to be the widespread design language. E-tjanster.1177.se does have elements that 
conforms to the guidelines and if these designs would be implemented throughout the website 
it would conform as well. This indicates that there is not a problem in understanding the 
guidelines as Hallstensson and Zalamans (2019) discussed, but a problem implementing it 
during all updates of the website. One big difference between the websites are that 1177.se uses 
a uniform and very well thought through design that all pages seemed to have been created at 
the same time, while e-tjanser.1177.se seemed to have been updated on a number of occasions 
and maybe by different people. This could indicate that there are trouble understanding the 
guidelines between different people because the results are very different between the different 
pages, but it rather seems to be a case of not using WCAG as reference. Also indicating that the 
guideline “Use of Color” should not be hard to understand is the research done by Kim et al. 
(2016) where all 140 applications of each country conformed to the guideline. 
The comparison of the results from the observations, interviews and evaluation showed a 
manageable website even though e-tjanster.1177.se did not conform to the guidelines on all 
elements. This further contribute to the research done by Johansson (2015). The results are 
similar and contributes with results from real people using the website as well, confirming his 
conclusions. Johansson’s (2015) research also came to the conclusion that 
minavardkontakter.se, which is the former e-tjanster.1177.se, did not conform to the standards 
either. While the website still does not conform to the standards it has gone through several 
updates to some pages and could be an underlying factor to why the problems in conforming to 
the standards, as discussed in 5.1. 
The results from this research shows that a website can conform to the guidelines 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 
and be accessible for people with and without disabilities. Andersson (2017) came to the 
conclusion that it still is hard to achieve an accessible website even when conforming to the 
guidelines, this should not however be for people with CVD. The results even show that even if 
e-tjanster.1177.se did not conform on all elements the participants still were able to complete 
their tasks and said in the interviews that they did not have problems with the colour scheme. 
However, Andersson (2017) researched on overall impaired vision and the problems could still 
lie in other guidelines for impaired vision. Although, problems with structure and architecture 
could still be a big factor in providing an enjoyable experience. 
Hall and Hanna (2004) came to the conclusion that contrast is an important factor for 
readability. The results from the observations and interviews showed that there were no 
problems for the participants to perceive any links or text. Although there were several cases on 
e-tjanster.1177.se, as seen in the evaluation, that did not meet the criteria for contrast. However, 
most cases where the website did not meet the criteria, the contrast was almost enough to fulfil 
the standard. This result does not imply that contrast is not important but rather that the 
guideline 1.4.3 is set to a very high standard to ensure true accessibility, although this might 
result in a lot of elements not conforming to it on websites. 
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6.2 Implications 
The qualitative approach chosen for this research gave a rich understanding of how the 
participants were affected by the design choices made on the websites. While a quantitative 
research approach would have given a generalized result, it was important to gain a deeper 
understanding to draw more relevant and meaningful conclusions. 
The purpose of the research was to evaluate how Swedish health care website 1177.se are 
affected by WCAG 2.1 and how it affects people using it. When logging in to 1177.se the user is 
redirected to e-tjanster.1177.se which still is in the same domain. The intention was not to 
separate them and compare the two. However, during the research it was realised that the 
design and structure of the two websites were completely different. This inevitably resulted in 
the results being compared between the two in the analysis. 
To answer the research questions the decision was made to do an evaluation of 1177.se and e-
tjanster.1177.se, qualitative interviews and also observe user tests. An evaluation was relevant 
to answer the first research questions in order to understand how WCAG 2.1 could have affected 
the websites since an understanding of how the websites conformed to the guidelines was 
necessary. By using methods presented by W3C to evaluate the contrast and following the 
examples presented how to evaluate the use of colour, the evaluation was conducted as 
recommended by W3C. This ensured a correct result with higher reliability. However, the 
evaluation of the guideline 1.4.1 could have been done by more people in order to generate an 
even more objective result. The results of the evaluation of 1.4.1 could be different if the 
evaluation was conducted on a desktop since the lack of hover could have influenced the results. 
The evaluation of the contrast however would not have benefited from more people conducting 
the evaluation and whether it was conducted on desktop or mobile, since it is mathematically 
calculated how high or low the contrast is between two colours. 

The interviews were initially conducted after all four user tests, but after the first interview the 
decision was made to conduct two similar interviews but one after the first two user tests and 
one after the final two. Because of this the participants were able to give richer answers to the 
questions relevant to the specific website, this positively influenced the research because the 
depth of the information gained were equal for both websites. On all four user tests, 1177.se was 
observed first and e-tjanster.1177.se was observed afterwards. A switch after two of the user 
tests and observing e-tjanster.1177.se first was not relevant. Because the intention was not to 
research whether one was better than the other but to understand how they experienced the 
websites. Although, an analysis could be made from the results how the differences in design of 
the websites influenced the experience and a conclusion could be drawn whether one was better 
than the other. However, the results should not have been influenced by the order in which the 
participants used the websites since the tasks and functions of the two websites were different. 
Therefore, the participants could not have used any knowledge gained from the first website on 
the second one. However, if the observations and interviews were conducted by using the 
desktop version of the website elements would have been placed differently which may have 
contributed to a more positive experience for the participants. Although the experience of 
colours should not be different since the design is similar, the structure and architecture 
perhaps would not have been as big of a problem on desktop as on mobile. 
As mentioned in chapter 2.6, the outcome of the interviews was coded with the three topics 
being researched. This gave the researchers a better overview of the answers and what they 
covered. The coded result showed that 1177.se was a much less frustrating experience than e-
tjanster.1177.se with much more positive answers and emotions, while e-tjanster.1177.se was 
the opposite. While this gave a much better overview of the participants emotions and an easier 
analysis of the results some details might have gone unnoticed. However, for this research 
study’s purpose to focus on the effect WCAG had on the participants, the coding of the 
interviews gave more relevant information. 

On e-tjanster.1177.se, only a couple of unique pages were evaluated and used in the user tests. 
This was mainly due to time restraints but because of the purpose to research their experience 
using the website there was not a need for a larger page sampling. However, future research 
should evaluate whether there is time to evaluate and sample all unique pages of the website 
for the possibility to evaluate all elements. For the sampling of the pages on e-tjanster.1177.se, 
a hypothesis was used which was to book an appointment and to read the journal. To validate 
this hypothesis, a survey was conducted asking ten different people what they most commonly 
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did on e-tjanster.1177.se and the results confirmed the hypothesis. By not doing the survey 
initially there was a risk of the page sampling being irrelevant, although that turned out to not 
be the case. 

6.3 Limitations 
The evaluations and observations were conducted on a mobile phone in portrait orientation 
described in chapter 3.6. If the research was conducted without this limitation, and instead 
performed on a bigger device, the experienced might have been different for the participants. 
For example, the back-button looks different on a desktop browser than on an iPhone. This 
could either have increased the positive experience for the participants, or have made the tasks 
more difficult to complete depending on what the participants are familiar with. Since the 
evaluations were conducted on whole pages, it would have included the same content on both 
mobile version and desktop version. Conducting them on desktop should therefore not affect 
the results.  
Conducting the observations on a mobile phone could also disturb the comfort for the 
participants in a scenario where some of them might prefer using a desktop when visiting 
1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se. This should not affect the result in any way since it does not have 
anything to do with CVD, but only their condition when performing the tasks. 
The research study was limited to men with red-green CVD, while this was partly due to 
problems finding people with CVD overall but mainly due to it being the most common variant 
of CVD. The results from the interviews and observations could have been different if the 
participants were having trouble interpret and distinguish other colours than what the 
participants in this study could. However, for 1177.se, the results should be similar since the use 
of colour and contrast on the website was very good, while on e-tjanster.1177.se problems not 
seen in this research could arise. The results from the evaluation would have been similar since 
the guidelines are shaped to cover all kinds of CVD. The limitations of the participants being 
men should not have affected the results because of the CVD is not perceived differently 
between genders. However, the amount of experience browsing the web does. The research 
study was limited to people with experience using the web on a mobile device, If the participants 
were less experienced it could have resulted in more frustrations using the website. However, 
it would result in an uncertainty whether the frustrations were due to CVD or inexperience 
which would result in lower validity. 
The observations and evaluations on e-tjanster.1177.se were limited to the two most relevant 
user tasks, which left quite many webpages out of the study. The result from the evaluations 
shows that 1177.se fulfils the requirements better than e-tjanster.1177.se does. If this research 
was conducted for a longer time, the researchers would have had the time to evaluate several 
web pages which could affect the result for e-tjanster.1177.se. Either the percentage of fulfilled 
requirements would have increased or decreased. Evaluating the two tasks being the most 
common ones, according to the survey in chapter 2.4.1.1, gives us a relevant result of e-
tjanster.1177.se. 

6.4 Conclusions and recommendations 
This research study has identified problems and possibilities when designing websites for 
people with CVD. The results are according to some research but are differentiating in others. 
The study shows that there are more fundamental problems for designing an accessible website 
with good user experience than the use of colour and contrast. However, there are positive 
aspects by taking the guidelines 1.4.1 “Use of Color” and 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)” into 
account. Mainly a more enjoyable website that is easier to scan through and understand. The 
conclusions are that the guidelines 1.4.1 “Use of Color” and 1.4.3 “Contrast (minimum)” are not 
difficult to conform to and are also important and relevant to fulfil. Because of the fact that 
conforming to these guidelines not only creates an accessible and functional website for people 
with CVD but also for people with correct colour vision. Further this research has identified an 
issue with other fundamental development choices in structure and architecture of a website. 
From the results it is clear that with a bad structure, the website becomes frustrating and 
confusing to use and results in a bad experience for the user. The research also came to the 
conclusion that following a set design scheme results in a better designed website with a more 
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enjoyable experience for the user, both because the uniform design but also because of the 
possibility to set a standard for which each page should live up to. 
Through the analysis of the results the research study has identified recommendations on how 
to conform to these guidelines and also what to keep in mind when trying to develop a well built 
and accessible website. The recommendations this research has identified are to design the 
website in black and white initially and to evaluate whether the elements works without any 
colours. This would result in a design that can be used whether the user can perceive colours or 
not. To choose design language early on and calculate the colours contrast to ensure a high 
enough contrast between the colours, resulting in a website conforming to the AA standard 
without question. Without having to worry about the use of colour or contrast focus can be put 
on other fundamentals such as the structure and architecture which this study shows are very 
important for a good experience. By not changing the colours or design of links in running text 
the developer ensures that people with CVD can perceive the link as well. 

6.5 Further research 
Further research could also increase the relevance by investigating other WCAG guidelines 
including standards to build a strong structure on a website. Since the results of this study 
shows that the use of colours and contrasts is not the biggest reason why users sometimes had 
trouble navigating through the pages. Instead, it shows weakness in the structure and 
architecture of 1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se.  
Conducting a similar study researching “blue-yellow colour blindness” could also contribute 
with new knowledge for readers. “Red-green colour blindness” is the most common CVD and 
therefore more relevant for a larger population, but it does not mean that a study about “blue-
yellow colour blindness” is irrelevant. However, a study about “blue-yellow colour blindness” 
and 1177.se could contribute with a different result than this report. 
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Appendix 11 - Transcript of interview with participant 3. 

Appendix 12 - Transcript of interview with participant 4. 
 
For the colour-coded transcripts: 

• Blue - Experience 

• Green - Simplicities 

• Red - Frustrations 
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Number Explanation WCAG 
level 

1 Colour is not the only difference between the heading and the body 
text. The heading is also bold and bigger. 

A 

2 The buttons are prompting an action and is not only differentiated by 
colour but also by shape. 

A 

3 Colour is not the only difference between the heading and the body 
text. The heading is also bold and bigger. 

A 

4 The links are prompted with bold text, an arrow and borders A 

5 Colour is not the only difference between the heading and the body 
text. The heading is also bold and bigger. 

A 

6 The button is prompted not only with colour but with a border in the 
same colour. 

A 

7 The link is only prompted with colour and since it is a single text row, 
there is no text to differentiate it with. 

Failure 
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8 Colour is not the only difference between the links and body text. The 
link is also underlined. The contrast between body text and link 
colour is only 2.00 though. 

A 

9 The links are prompted with an underline. A 

10 Colour is not the only difference between the heading-link and the 
body text. The heading-link is also bold, bigger and has an arrow next 
to it. 

A 

11 Colour and an arrow are the things that prompts the links. A 

 

 
 

Number Explanation WCAG 
level 

1 Arrows indicating that there is a menu to be opened. Not only 
colour. 

A 

2 Arrows indicating that there is a menu to be opened. Not only 
colour. 

A 

3 Arrows indicating that there is a menu to be opened. The menu 
button also changes shape, adding a indent to the right indicating 
that it is opened. Not only colour. 

A 

4 Border around the link, together with an arrow to the right 
indicating that it is a button. Not only colour. 

A 
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Number Explanation WCAG 
level 

1 Heading is prompted 
with capital letter and 
the following content 
is indent 

A 

2 When the input form 
is activated, the box 
gets an inner shadow. 

A 

3 The button is 
prompting an action 
and is not only 
differentiated by 
colour but also by 
shape. 

A 

4 Colour and an arrow 
are the things that 
prompts the links. 

A 

5 But the links are 
prompted with blue 
colour and an 
underline. 

A 

6 The contrast between 
text and links in the 
list is only 2.00. But 
the links are prompted 
with blue colour, an 
icon and an 
underline.  

A 

7 The links are 
prompted with a 
background colour, 
underline and arrows. 

A 

8 The headings are 
prompted with bold 
text. 
The link to telephone 
number is prompted 
with an underline and 
an icon 

A 
A 
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Number Explanation WCAG 
level 

1 The only difference in what button is selected is colour. Failure 

2 The buttons are prompting an action and is not only differentiated 
by colour but also by shape. 

A 

3 There are buttons prompting an action and not only a colour, 
however the contrast to the background is only 1.87:1. If one cannot 
see the button colour due to low contrast, nothing else is indicating 
it being a button or link. Considered a failure because of the low 
contrast between button and background. 

Failure 

4 The headline is not only differentiated by colour but also in size. A 

5 The link is not only using colour to prompt an action, the arrows 
are indicators as well. 

A 

6 The links is only differentiated by colour from the other text. Failure 

7 The colour is not the only indication of the split between the 
different cards, the date in bold is used as well. There is no 
indication at all that this is a button other than the colour. 
Therefore, the conclusion is that the colour difference indicates it 
being more than decorative. 

Failure 
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Number Explanation WCAG 

level 

1 Form and positioning indicating it being different than everything 
else, not only colour. 

A 

2 The round shape indicating it being a button not only the colour. A 

3 The arrow and shape of the button indicating it being a button. The 
text is also in bold which differentiate it from the other text. Colour 
does not matter. 

A 

4 Low contrast between the black text and blue link, however the 
underline indicates it being a link. Therefore, the colour does not 
matter. 

A 

5 Shape and size differentiate it from the text, not the colour. A 

6 The links are not underlined, however they do have an arrow 
indicating an action. 

A 

7 The shape differentiates it from other text, not the colour. A 

8 The shape indicates it being a button, not the colour. A 

9 Shape and arrow prompting an action. A 

10-11 Only colour indicating what date is selected. Failure 

12-13 The only difference between the button being clickable and not 
clickable is the colour. 

Failure 
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Number Explanation Contrast ratio xx:1 WCAG level 

1 Menu text to light Background 7.14 AAA 

2 Button text to button colour 6.11 AA 

3 Lighter heading to Background 
Darker heading to Background 

5.88 
8.08 

AA 
AAA 

4 Blue heading to Background 6.11 AA 

5 Grey heading to Background 5.92 AA 

6 Lighter heading to Background 
Darker heading to Background 

5.20 
7.14 

AAA 
AAA 

7 Link to Background 5.98 AA 

8 Blue heading to grey Background 5.42 AAA 

9 Blue heading to white Background 6.11 AAA 

10 Button text to button colour 6.11 AAA 

11 Red heading to Background  5.88 AAA 

12 Link to Background 6.11 AA 

13 Link to Background 6.11 AA 

14 Heading to Background 6.11 AAA 
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Number Explanation Contrast ratio xx:1 WCAG level 

1 Link to background 5.89 AAA 

2 Link to background 7.14 AAA 

3 Link to background 8.09 AAA 

4 Link to background 8.09 AAA 
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Number Explanation Contrast ratio xx:1 WCAG level 

1 Small heading to Background 5.92 AA 

2 White text to button 6.11 AAA 

3 Blue text to Background 6.11 AAA 

4 Heading to Background 
Links to Background 

5.42 
5.42 

AAA 
AA 

5 Links to Background 5.42 AA 

6 Link to Background 6.11 AA 
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Number Explanation Contrast ratio xx:1 WCAG level 

1 Text to background 7.14 AA 

2 “i” to button colour 4.51 AA 

3 Text to background 6.79 AA 

4 Link to background 5.29 AA 

5 Link to background 4.51 AA 

6 Link to background 6.79 AA 

7 Text to background 6.79 AA 

8 Link to background 6.79 AA 

9 Text to light gradient 
Text to dark gradient 

4.32 
6.27 

Failure 
AA 

10 Date to background 16.42 AAA 

11 Date to background 4.22 Failure 

12 Text to button 4.48 Failure 

13 Text to light gradient 
Text to dark gradient 

4.32 
6.27 

Failure 
AA 
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Number Explanation Contrast ratio xx:1 WCAG level 

1 Text to blue button 
Text to grey button 

4.51 
2.67 

AA 
Failure 

2 Text to background 4.08 Failure 

3 Text to buttons 3.09 Failure 

4 Text to buttons 4.67 AA 

5 Text to buttons 3.09 Failure 

6 Text to background 4.88 AA 

7 Text to button 3.09 Failure 

8 Text to background 9.78 AAA 

9 Text to background 12.04 AAA 

10 Link to background 4.67 AA 

11 Text to background 5.06 AA 

12 Link to background 4.67 AA 

13 Text to background 5.51 AA 
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Observation of Participant 1 

1177.se 
You have a headache, find out what is causing it.  
Clicks directly on search function - Does not seem to be anything confusing 
Searches for “headache” - No problem understanding the button/ the search 
function 
Clicks on “headache” – no problem understanding that it is a link 
Clicks on “different types of headache” Understanding the drop-down button, 
no confusion 
Clicks on the link “Migraine” - Says “Done!” 
 
You need medical attention, find the nearest health centre opening hours. 
Clicks directly on “find health care” - It is clear that it is a button and the 
function for it 
Reads through the forms first 
Filling in the top and the bottom one - He skipped the middle one, perhaps 
difficult to understand what it is? 
Scrolling through the list of different health centres - Having a problem 
picking which one, looks a little confused? 
Picks the second one in the list - No problem understanding that the boxes were 
links. 
 
e-tjanster.1177.se 
Your doctor has updated your journal, check the latest note. 
Scrolls through the page – Seems to understand that they are buttons 
Clicks “journal” - Seems confident that it is the correct choice 
Clicks on “journal service” – Had some problem clicking on this button at first, 
confusion from the last page or the buttons above perhaps. 
Reads through the pop up 
Clicks on one of the options - lots of information but understands the hierarchy 
and functions of the elements. 
Clicks on “Notes” – Understood that they were buttons. 
 
You need medical attention, book a time for blood pressure. 
Scrolls through the list - Some confusion of what option is the correct one. 
Clicks on the Health centre - Understands right away that this is the right way to 
go. 
Looking through the list - asks if he’s supposed to click “order appointment” or 
“book appointment”, no answer was given to him. 
Clicks on “book appointment” - Sees it quickly and no problems understanding 
it. 
Clicks on the “I understand” button 
Finds the correct alternative - The design is default iOS which seemed to be 
smooth 
Selects date and time – Sees the difference between the dates, no problem. He 
mentioned that he recently booked an appointment for himself so it was easy for him 
to find this. 
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Observation of Participant 2 
 
1177.se 
You have a headache, find out what is causing it.  
Clicks on search function - Very quick to understand the function and seems to 
prefer it. 
Searches for “headache” - The button seemed clear 
Clicks on “headache” – no problem understanding that it is a link 
Scrolls through the information – doesn’t seem to see that there are links, 
scrolls through a lot. 
Clicks on migraine - Finds it and clicks it confidently. 
Clicks back on safari a couple of times. - Does not use the logotype for going 
back to the front page. 
 
You need medical attention, find the nearest health centre opening hours. 
Clicks on “find health centre” - Sees it directly and is confident it is the right 
way. 
Looks through the form – does not seem to be any trouble understanding 
Chooses “health care centre” - seems to understand the different forms. 
Goes to the map to find the nearest – No problem finding stuff on the map 
Finds the first alternative – The hierarchy seems clear and can easily scan 
through the page. 
Clicks the first alternative - No problem understanding it is a link. 
Finds the opening hours 
  
e-tjanster.1177.se 
Your doctor has updated your journal, check the latest note. 
Scrolls through the page – Seems to understand that they are buttons 
Clicks “journal” - Finds it pretty quickly 
Clicks on “journal service” – Seems to also understand that he needs to click 
once more 
Reads through the pop up - Takes some time to read through 
Clicks on one of the options – no problem understanding the buttons 
Finds “Notes” 
Clicks on “Notes” – Understood that they were buttons. 
 
You need medical attention, book a time for blood pressure. 
Clicks back on safari multiple times again. - Does not see the button at the top 
it seems like 
Looks through the site again - Trouble finding the “book time” button, very 
confused 
Clicks on “booked times” – trouble understanding the difference between the 
buttons. 
Goes back 
Clicks on the health centre - Just guessing that this is the right way. 
Clicks on “book time” – sees that they are links. 
Clicks on the “I understand” button - Quick to understand that it is what he 
needs to do. 
Finds the correct alternative 
Selects date and time – Sees the difference between the dates, no problem, selects 
time 
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Observation of Participant 3 
 
1177.se 
You have a headache, find out what is causing it.  
Clicks on search function - Chooses to take this action right away. No hesitation. 
Searches for “headache” 
Scrolling through the alternatives – no problem understanding that they are 
links. 
Clicks on “headache” - Clicks on the heading of the headache-box. 
Scrolls through the information – sees the different links 
Clicks on migraine - Clicks on the heading of the migraine-box 
Clicks on the logo to go back. 
  
You need medical attention, find the nearest health centre opening hours. 
Clicks on “find health attention” - He sees this button right away and clicks on 
it.  
Looks through the form – some problem understanding the difference between 
them 
Chooses “health care centre” -  
Searches for “near me” 
Finds the first alternative – no problem understanding that they are links. 
Clicks the first alternative - Clicks on the heading 
Finds the opening hours. - Scrolled down to the opening hours and saw them 
right away.  
 
e-tjanster.1177.se 
Your doctor has updated your journal, check the latest note. 
Clicks on “errands” – don’t understand what it is 
Goes back 
Scrolls down and finds “journal” 
Clicks “journal” 
Clicks on “journal service” – some confusion, but manages 
Reads through the pop up 
Clicks on one of the options – no problem understanding the buttons 
Finds “Notes” 
Clicks on “Notes” – Understood that they were buttons. 
 
You need medical attention, book a time for blood pressure. 
Tries to click the logo to go back – can not seem to see the “back button” in the 
top left and do not understand why the logo does not work. 
Just clicks back on safari multiple times. – accidentally logs out, very confused 
what is happening 
Scrolls multiple times up and forth - Trouble finding the “book time” button 
Clicks on “Ask the nurse”- Very confused what button he should click 
Goes back 
Clicks on “booked times” 
Goes back 
Clicks on the health centre - Just guessing through all the buttons. 
Finds “book time” 
Clicks on the “I understand” button - When in the right page there seems to be 
no problem understanding what needs to be done. 
Finds the correct alternative 
Selects date and time – Sees the difference between the dates, no problem. 
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Observation of Participant 4 
 
1177.se 
You have a headache, find out what is causing it.  
Clicks on search function - No hesitation that this might not be right, 
Searches for “headache” - buttons seems clear, no problems this far. 
Clicks on “headache” – Clicks on the box to get further. 
Scrolls through the information – Asks is he is done there. And says that there 
are many reasons for headache, for example migraine. seems to understand that they 
are links. 
  
You need medical attention, find the nearest health centre opening hours. 
Clicks on “find health attention” - Clearly confident that this is the right choice. 
Looks through the form – typing in all three of them. does not seem to be any 
trouble understanding 
Chooses “health care centre”  
Finds the first alternative – Clicks on the heading to get further. No problem 
understanding these are links/buttons 
Finds the opening hours 
  
e-tjanster.1177.se 
Your doctor has updated your journal, check the latest note. 
Scrolls through the page – Seems to understand that they are buttons, although 
it takes time to scan the page. 
Clicks “journal” - Confident 
Clicks on “journal service”- Seems to be a little surprised and confused that this 
page comes up, takes some time to understand it. 
Reads through the pop up 
Clicks on one of the options – no problem understanding the buttons 
Finds “Notes” 
Clicks on “Notes” – Understood that they were buttons, no problem scanning the 
page. 
  
You need medical attention, book a time for blood pressure. 
Looks through the site again - Trouble finding the “book time” button. very 
confused 
Clicks on “booked times” – trouble understanding the difference between the 
buttons. 
Goes back - using the safari back-button 
Clicks on the health centre - just guessing that it is right. 
Clicks on “book time” – He understands that they are links 
Clicks on the “I understand” button - Pretty quick to scan and understand what 
needs to be done. 
Finds the correct alternative 
Selects a date and time - No problem understanding the different dates and 
options 
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Interview with Participant 1 
How old are you?  
I’m 26 years old. 
Okay, and what do you work with now? 
I just began working as an IT consultant. 
And how many times a day do you use the internet application on your phone, 
approximately? You can pick a box between 0 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 15, 15 to 20 and 
so on. 
oh, that’s a hard question... Do you mean the safari application for example? 
yes, safari of chrome or whatever you use on your phone. 
okay, I would say between 5 and 10 in that case. 
Do you often encounter problems on webpages due to your color vision 
deficiency? 
no, never actually. 
Have you used 1177.se before? 
Yes. 
 

1177.se and e-tjanster.1177.se 
  
So, how did you experience the website?  
It was good, I preferred using the search bar quite a lot and I believe it’s a good think when 
websites have that function.  
How about your experience on each task? 
They were a bit different, the first two was easier to accomplish than the two last ones. 
What do you mean with “easier” 
I mean, the pages felt more thought-through on the 1177.se pages. The buttons were placed in 
a thoughtful way and you could feel that someone has really though through the architecture 
of the website. 
Okay, you mentioned the buttons, what did you think about the buttons, links 
and text on the webpage? 
They were good and clear, good resolution on the elements used. But they don’t use that much 
colours on the pages, mostly red and gray. 
What made something difficult or simple? 
It was a bit difficult to find a doctor and book an appointment because of the unclear and, 
according to me, misleading names of the buttons. Otherwise I thought it was simple to find 
headache, migraine and the health center’s opening hours because I was able to use the search 
bar, as mentioned earlier. 
When you say that the buttons were misleading and unclear, what do you mean 
with that? Can you describe it a bit further? 
sure, I meant that a common task such as “book an appointment” should be very simple and 
clear, at least that’s what I guess most people do when they are logged in to the e-services 
pages? And when I encountered the list of links, there were one link called “order time” an 
another one called “book time”. This is what I mean with misleading, what is the difference 
between “order time” and “book time”? *Laugh* hahah. 
Okay thank you, and what made you feel confused? 
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Except from what I just said, I don’t believe the application was confusing, it’s a simple 
application but the “e-tjänster.1177.se”-part felt like an older version or something. The 
1177.se was great and thought-trough, like I said earlier. 
Great, thank you for answering these questions and sharing your thoughts. Is 
there anything we need to know that could’ve affected your answers or so? 
No, I don’t think so. I was a little bit nervous actually in the beginning, but nothing else than 
that. 
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Interview with Participant 2  
How old are you? 

24. 
What is your occupation? 

Studying economics. 
How many times in a day are you using the web browser on your phone? 
10-15. 

Do you often experience difficulties using a website? 
No, not that I can think of. 
Have you used 1177.se before today? 

Yes, not often but a few times. 
  

1177.se  
How was your experience using the website? 
I think the website was pretty good, it was easy to use the website and it was clear and 
concise.  

The structure felt good as well, I could find what I was looking for quite easy. 
When searching for nearest health centre, I did get a bit confused by the different options but 
nothing major, it did not stop me from completing the task. 

Overall, I would say that they have designed a nice website that is easy to use and that is not in 
the way of me doing my thing. 

Was there anything in particular that made the experience better? 
It helped a lot that some of the text were bold and different sizes, there were not much need 
for thought and it was easy to scan the pages. 

How did you experience the buttons, links and so on? 
It was quite obvious what was a button thanks to the shape and different design. It made it 
easy to see what was clickable and what was more important than other things. 

Was there anything in particular that made the experience easier or harder?  
As I said earlier, the buttons and links that had a different shape or design made it easier to 
register. There was not really anything that were extremely hard. 

What were your thoughts on their use of colours? 
I found the colours on the links to be helpful, of course since I have used the internet before I 
knew that an underline meant that it was a link, but the colour made it stand out more. Other 
than that, I felt like they were more cosmetic. 
So, there was nothing you would make differently? 
No not really, there were I think the search function made the website feel a lot better than it 
might be, but the experience I had felt very straightforward and simple. 
Was it exhausting to use the website? 
No not particularly. 

  

e-tjanster.1177.se 
Okey, so how were the experience on this website?  
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This was a very different experience I would say, it was much more confusing. 

I felt like the use of colour and shapes were not as good as it was on the last website, it made it 
more difficult to distinguish what was what. 
While I still could navigate the website and complete my tasks I felt that it needed more 
thought behind the steps, it was not as clear and simple as the last website. 
Was there anything special that made you feel this way? 
The colours made it much harder, it was mostly just different shades of grey which made it 
more reliant on the shapes and since they were less prominent I felt it made it harder. 
It was a bit confusing because there were different shapes and text on different pages 
indicating buttons and links. I felt like it could help to use the same stuff on all pages.  
Was there something that helped? 
They used bold and different sizes on the text on a couple of places which helped somewhat 
but It was not as good as the last one. 
Was it exhausting to use this website? 
I would not say that it was exhausting but it required more thought behind different decisions. 

What made it harder? 
I feel like it was much harder to navigate than the last one, it was not as clear what lead to 
what, I needed to go back and forth to reach my destination. 

I was a bit confused sometimes if something could be a button or just information and it did 
not help that each page almost looked completely different. 
What were your thoughts on their use of colours? 

As I said it felt like most of the website consisted of different shades of grey which made it a 
bit more difficult to distinguish different elements, however I could see that it was different 
shades. 

It helped as well that most of the links and buttons had a different design than the rest of the 
text. 
How do you find the use of colours and design on this example? “Shows figure 
X” 
This is worse than the rest of the website but I can make out a difference on these two texts 
“points on the links”. The text “Read more” also helps me understand that this should be a 
link? 
Yes it is, the headline is a dark red colour as well 
Oh I can not see a difference on that from the black text. 

How did you feel during the test? 
“laughing” It felt a bit weird being watched but ultimately I do not think it affected me 
negatively, it is just a bit weird of a situation. 
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Interview with Participant 2 
How old are you? 
25 
What is your occupation? 
Furniture builder 
How many times in a day are you using the web browser on your phone? 
15-20 
Do you often experience difficulties using a website? 
No not really. 
Have you used 1177.se before today? 
Yes, I have. 
 
1177.se  
How was your experience using the website? 
I felt like it was a very good website, the structure was clear and it was easy to navigate the 
website. 
Was there anything in particular that made it good? 
The search function really made a difference I suppose, going the regular way to find 
headache might have been much harder. 
The search function was well built and brought relevant answers to my search very quickly. 
How would you say the buttons, text and links felt? 
I think the use of colour on the website was very well done, It was easy to see what I was 
supposed to do on each page. 
I get the feeling that it was very well thought out. 
The difference in design on the buttons and links from the rest of the page made it easy as 
well, they were also big and easy to hit. 
Ok, was there anything that made the experience worse? 
No not in my opinion, it was very well built and I would almost say It is perfect. The only thing 
I felt was not up to par with the rest was the search for health centre page. It was not as clear 
as the rest. 
Would you do anything differently? 
I probably would implement a similar search function as on the front page to the one I just 
mentioned. 
Other than that I can not think of anything that needed a change to make it better for me. 
 

e-tjanster.1177.se 
Ok how did you experience this website? 
I think this one was much more confusing, I could not seem to get a grasp of the structure or 
design. 
The lack of search function perhaps is what made it worse but I think the design made it 
harder to navigate as well. 
When you say design what are you referring to? 
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I felt like there was more hierarchy on the last website where the different texts had a more 
distinguishable design which made it easier to scan the page.  
How did you feel about the buttons? 
I do not think the design of the buttons was as good as the last one either. 
There was not enough to make it look different and make it stand out from the rest of the 
page. Even though I was able to navigate the site and finish my tasks I needed to concentrate 
more to do so. 
Would you make anything differently? 
I think I would make the buttons more distinguishable from the background by having them 
and create more hierarchy within the different text elements. 
What do you think about their use of colour? 
It was not as good as the last page but I can tell a difference from the blueish colour and the 
white background. The problem I think is that the text is so small it makes it harder. 
I guess if the whole button was that colour it would make it better. 
What do you think of their use of colour on this example? “shows figure X” 
I can tell that the blueish text is a link, that is good. 
How would it be If the links were the same colour as the headline? 
I cannot see the colour of the headline so that would be problematic, although the text makes 
it feel like a link as well. 
Thank you, how did you feel during the tests? 
Good!  
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Interview with Participant 4 
How old are you? 
I’m turning 24 this year. 
Okay, and are you a student or are you working? 
I’m working! I work as a car interior fitter. 
How many times a day would you say that you’re using the internet application 
on your phone? If you would say between 0 to 5, 5 to 10, 10 to 15, 15 to 20 and so 
on 
not that much actually, maybe 0 to 5 times then. I’m using internet quite a lot but not that app 
specifically. 
Okay, thanks. And do you often experience any problems on websites? 
no, not that much. 
Have you used 1177 before? 
No, never. 
  

1177.se 
How did you experience the website you just navigated through? 
It felt very smooth, it was good that there was a search function to use. And I wouldn’t way 
that anything was particularly hard to distinguish. 
Okay, and to specify a little bit, how did you experience the buttons, links and 
text? 
There were big letters which made the buttons easy to see and interpret. Regarding the links, I 
would say that is was a little bit harder to separate the links from the text when the text was 
smaller. It was easier with bigger text. I don’t know if it was because of the colours or just a 
general problem with small text? 
Okay, and was there something you encountered that felt hard or easy? 
I wouldn’t say that anything was that hard when completing these tasks actually. But 
something that helped me navigating was definitely the search function, it was easy to use and 
gave many good results in the subject of headache. 
Thanks, at was there anything confusing on the pages? If yes, what was that? 
No, I didn’t experience any confusing things on these pages. Everything was clear according to 
me. 
Okay thank you for sharing your opinions. Let’s move on to the next part. 
  

e-tjänster.1177.se 
So how did you experience this part of the website? 
These tasks were a bit more difficult to accomplish. I thought that the task where I was 
supposed to book an appointment was tricky. I also believe that the design was a bit different 
from the 1177.se part, but it didn’t make it harder in general. 
Okay, and why did you think it was hard to book an appointment? 
I believe it wasn’t logical to click on the health center first, and the “book appointment” in the 
middle of a list of links. I was expecting a button called “book appointment” on the start page. 
So, I would way that it was the placement and especially naming of the links and buttons that 
made it hard to accomplish that task. 
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And if you think more general about the buttons and links, not specifically the 
“book appointment” one, how did you experience the buttons, links and text on 
these pages? 
I believe it was quite similar to the other pages. It looked a bit different with more arrows, and 
less colours. It was mostly black and some lighter shades on the links and headings. 
Was there anything that made some of the tasks harder or easier? 
No not really, it was just a little bit harder to complete these tasks than the first two. Not that I 
had a real problem somewhere but I needed to think more before clicking. 
what do you mean with “think more”? 
Like, the IT didn’t feel as thought-out as the other one. 
okay thanks. Was anything demanding or tiring when using the website? 
No not really, but I wish that there had been a search function on the logged-in version as 
well. It would have been very easy to do the tasks then. I guess that I could have skipped a lot 
of clicks if there was a search function that could take me to the “book appointment”-page for 
example. 
And was there anything that could have affect your performance today? 
No, I’m feeling good today, not that nervous, but of course it felt a little bit strange to have two 
people observing my moves. 
 
 


